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solution side and the problem side of the project eventually report up to the
executive decision maker.


Since the executive decision maker is typically on the business side, the
business analyst will more likely have a relationship with the executive deci-
sion maker than with IT management. In many cases the executive decision
maker is also the problem owner. In this case, the business analyst will have
a close relationship with them. The important factor in the relationship is to
make sure the executive decision maker is fully informed about the business
problem and the solution. When the executive decision maker recognizes
the benefits of solving the problem and the risks of not solving it, they can
be a powerful supporter when obstacles crop up along the path to the
solution.


Business Management


It is a tricky situation when you are dealing with both the users of the system
and their managers together. However, separating the process workers from
their managers creates an even worse situation. I have had the unfortunate
experience of trying to implement a system at the behest of user manage-
ment when the users had no say in what the system did or how it operated.
Basically, management decided a new system was in order and the users,
being employees, would like it or they could leave. It is not a pretty picture.
On the other hand, when users get full sway to change whatever they want
and management is less than aware of the changes, other problems crop up:
over-budget, behind schedule, systems that are nice to use and functional,
but do not solve management’s basic problems—it is not a pretty picture,
either.


The business manager is many times the problem owner, or very close
to the problem owner, so the business manager will be one of the product
stakeholders and involved in the problem and solution definitions. Cultivate
a strong relationship with the business manager as well as with the problem
owner. The business manager may be your point of contact to direct you to
the stakeholders to talk to during the elicitation and evaluation. Being every-
one’s boss in the problem domain, the business manager may cut through
resistance that users might have to attend your endless elicitation meetings
or review sessions. When managing expectations, you should start with the
business manager’s expectations first.


The primary information the business analyst supplies to upper-level
management is about the product and the product status. The business ana-
lyst is not authorized to speak of the project status and should be wary of
getting into those kinds of conversations. The customer, problem owner, or
other business role may call upon the business analyst as the primary com-
municator in the business to make a presentation to upper-level
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management, because the business analyst represented upper-level man-
agement in defining the business case. They may ask, ‘‘What’s really going
on with the project?’’ They may not want to talk to the project manager, or
to anyone in IT, or may not have access to the solution team at all. In any
case, tactfully decline to say anything about deadlines, positive or negative,
or any issues the project is having, positive or negative. This is the purview
of the project manager.


Staying in the Loop


‘‘In meetings between stakeholders and upper-level management, the information
derived doesn’t flow down to the business analysts.’’


Make sure that when you begin an engagement for any part of the busi-
ness that you establish a ground rule: You cannot solve the problem without
all the information. Don’t be concerned with discussions about the problem
domain when you are not present. This is natural. After a meeting in which
the process workers described the problem domain to you, they typically
get together to compare notes and fill in each other’s information. You get
the results of that conversation in your follow-up interviews or meetings.
You might be more concerned about decisions that are made about the
solution in your absence. Legitimately, the only reason for your presence is
for advice and counsel, and perhaps to record the results. Decisions the
business is making concern the process they are going to have to live with
long after you have gone to another problem to solve. They may want to
have the unfettered freedom to discuss things away from all influence of IT,
and, remember, you are viewed as representing IT. As long as you get the
results of the decision and some rationale, being included in the full flow of
the discussion is not necessary.


Product Stakeholders


The product stakeholder is our term for a subset of the overall stakeholder
population that is of specific interest to the business analyst. The product
stakeholder is one who is affected by the problem or impacted by the solu-
tion. That definition narrows down the number of people included in our
information gathering plan to a manageable number and focuses our elicita-
tion efforts so we are not spinning our wheels in wasted interviews and
meetings.


The product stakeholder is interested in the benefits he or she will re-
ceive from the product (what is in it for me?), any other impacts the product
will have on them (do I have to change what I have been doing to gain the
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